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Tears are falling faster
Than I hold them back
It's only morning, I've got the whole day
To try and change that

I remember "Forever" was you're every other word
And now we're not together
We can be apart forever and there's nothing
I can change about that

Thought you were my savior
But you only tried to save yourself
Left me underwater now I'm left
To only help myself

Swimming through the feelings that
For you had lost their meaning
And there's nothing I can do about that
And now you're with whoever you can lie about forever
'Cause I already know about that

I'm back from your love not about
To rebound this girl's gonna turnaround
No more of your love a little more
A wiser now I'm gonna rise above

The little girl who believed
Whose little heart was deceived
Tears I already shed dishonest words
Were misled forever's that you always said

How can I reach closure
When you never had an open heart
It was never over
Tell me did it ever really start?

Love that is a token always ends up getting broken
And you must have always known about that
And now you're with whoever and you know it's not
forever
And I already knew about that
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I'm back from your love not about
To rebound this girl's gonna turnaround
No more of your love a little more
A wiser now I'm gonna rise above

The little girl who believed
Whose little heart was deceived
Tears I already shed dishonest words
Were misled forever's that you always said

You wouldn't recognize a romance
If it kissed you on the lips
You wouldn't recognize a love song
If you didn't have the script

You wouldn't recognize a romance
If it kissed you on the lips
You wouldn't fall over love even
If you slipped

I'm back from your love not about
To rebound this girl's gonna turnaround
No more of your love a little more
A wiser now I'm gonna rise above

The little girl who believed whose
Little heart was deceived
Tears I already shed dishonest words
Were misled forever's that you always said
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